Closing the door on one chapter of Jeramy’s life means finding redemption through a near-perfect match.
Jeramy Davies, MLS (Health Professions ’11) meets Laura Mason, DPT (Health Professions ’10) while bartending at The County Line Barbeque Restaurant in Lubbock. They get married four years later on May 12, 2007.

While still in school, Jeramy starts a bone marrow registry drive for the nonprofit, “Be the Match.” He participates in the drive by completing a mouth swab and filling out paperwork.

He and Laura build a house and a life together. Everything seems perfect.

Meanwhile, 1,300 miles away, in Union City, New Jersey, 25-year-old Kelly Ribeiro is cooking dinner when her husband notices a lump in her neck. A biopsy reveals she has stage 3 non-Hodgkin lymphoma. Her first option is a stem cell transplant, which fails.

Jeramy moves to Austin to start a new job after graduation. Laura stays behind to pack up their house. When Jeramy calls to check in, Laura seems disoriented and confused. She passes out while cooking dinner. At the emergency room, doctors scan her head and find a mass. She has a brain tumor.

Laura!

While Laura has surgery and goes through successful chemotherapy and radiation, Kelly’s options start running out.

You need a bone marrow transplant, and fast.
Doctors go through the database to find a match for Kelly. Jeramy is asked to undergo additional testing to see which candidate is closest to Kelly.

**Jeramy:** You came closest with an 87% HLA match. Are you willing to donate?

However, now Kelly has complications from the medicine she had taken for three years to battle cancer. Her kidney function has plummeted. She develops pneumonia, slips into a coma and is in the hospital for three months.

Soon after celebrating two years of remission, Laura’s brain tumor is back. She has surgery to remove it. Two months later the tumor is back again. And this time it’s a rare, untreatable gliomatosis cerebri. The diagnosis is grim: six months to a year. Two months later, she dies.

For five straight days, Jeramy is injected with Filgrastim, a bone marrow simulant and donates bone marrow stem cells to an anonymous recipient, Kelly. To her surprise, the bone marrow transplant works!

A month later, Jeramy’s bone marrow donation has reached its one-year anniversary allowing him to have contact with the recipient. He reaches out to Kelly, and she helps him through his grief. Eventually, he quits his job and goes on a road trip to meet her.

Staying with Kelly’s family, Jeramy realizes she hasn’t told him how quickly her health is deteriorating.

**I want to give you a kidney.**

**You’ve done enough, and you’re grieving. It’s too soon to make a choice that you haven’t thought through.**

**I’m giving you my kidney.**

Stay with Kelly’s family. Jeramy realizes she hasn’t told him how quickly her health is deteriorating.
The following month Jeramy donates his kidney to Kelly.

I love you.

I love you too.

Jeramy and Kelly look to the future with hope. Kelly hesitates to say she’s cured but is hopeful about what lies ahead. Jeramy is now engaged to Louisa Demmitt. And you can bet that Kelly, his sister “by blood,” will be at the wedding.